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Focus Stacking

� Taking several pictures with a varying focus 
distance and combining them in software to 
produce an image with more in focus than you 
could get with a single image

� Since you are taking multiple pictures, you can stop 
down to use your lens’s sharpest aperture

� Successive pictures need to overlap some part of their 
sharp focus areas for the software to succeed



In the Field
� After composing your image, make a series of exposures, starting

by focusing on the closest part of the scene, making small focus
adjustments until you get to the background.

� Instead of starting with the focus on something in the center of
your frame, focus in either the lower left or right corner first, as 
field curvature will likely render the lower corners as your most 
extreme close focusing point (especially for wide angle lenses)

� Typical apertures to use are f/8 or f/11 as most lenses perform best 
from center to corner at these apertures, and vignetting is 
minimized. These apertures also extend your depth of field 
somewhat around your focus point, so you don’t have to shoot too 
many shots to get a good focus stack. It is best, however, to err on 
the side of shooting too many exposures, rather than too few—the 
more data you have for the computer blending process, the better
your results.



In the Field Example



Focus Stacking Software

� You have 4 choices that I am aware of:
� Hand blend in Photoshop: align the image 
layers then using masks, paint in the sharp 
parts of each layer (see, for example, this 
video by Dave Morrow 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hNhCo15Ay4)

� Auto blend in Photoshop (example to follow)



� Helicon Focus 
(http://www.heliconsoft.
com/heliconsoft-

products/helicon-focus/)

Focus Stacking Software



� Zerene Stacker (https://zerenesystems.com/cms/stacker)

Focus Stacking Software



Photoshop
� Focus stacking in Photoshop involves processes that are not 

dedicated solely to focus blending, and are thus a bit complicated. 
To focus stack images starting in Photoshop,
� Load all of the images as layers into a single image by going to File > 

Automate > Photomerge.
� Select the image files you want to stack, select “Auto” for layout, and 

make sure that none of the boxes at the bottom are checked (make
sure to uncheck the “Blend Images Together” box).

� After pressing OK, Photoshop will align the images and put them into a 
new image as layers.

� Next, select all of the layers in the new image, and go to Edit > Auto 
Blend Layers. In the Auto-Blend Images dialog box, select “Stack 
Images.” Photoshop will automatically blend the sharpest parts of each 
image.

� The process isn’t always perfect, and you’ll sometimes have to do some 
creative editing and cropping to achieve a seamless blend.



From Lightroom: Develop as usual, 
then sync across all focus brackets



Select all the brackets, then open as 
layers in Photoshop



Select all the layers, then Edit�Auto-
Align Layers…



Then Edit�Auto-Blend Layers…



Photoshop creates masks to select the 
in-focus pixels from each layer



But a close inspection often shows 
problems



Helicon Focus

� Standard usage is to export .tif files from 
Lightroom and open them in Helicon Focus 
for focus stacking
� Can launch Helicon Focus directly from Lightroom
by selecting the images, then right clicking on 
one of them and selecting Export�Helicon Focus

� Can also open the .tif files from Helicon Focus 
after first exporting them from Lightroom to a 
folder.



Helicon Focus

� The Pro version also offers RAW-in-DNG-
out mode

� Export .dng files from Lightroom directly into 
Helicon focus.

� Focus stack as usual in Helicon Focus.

� Save the result as a .dng file that will then be 
available in Lightroom for standard RAW 
processing.



Helicon Focus RAW-in-DNG-out Mode



Lightroom converts the files to DNGs
and Opens Helicon Focus



Helicon Soft

� There are 3 focus stacking (rendering) algorithms:

� Method A (weighted average)

� Method B (depth map)

� Method C (pyramid)

� You just need to try them, inspect the results, 
perhaps play with the parameters, and then choose 
what works best.

� If there are errors, there is a retouching brush you 
can use to fix them.



Method A (weighted average)



Method B (depth map)



Method C (pyramid)



There is a retouching brush, but better 
stick to simpler compositions



Helicon Remote

� PC/Mac application to 
control the picture 
taking by tethering to 
you camera

� The mobile version will 
work from your phone 
or tablet using WiFi, but 
it interferes with other 
camera controller apps 
like Canon’s Camera 
Connect


